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ABSTRACT 
A six degree ?f ~ee~om m~el f~r the maneuvering of an 
underw_ater vehIcle 15 discussed m whIch the hydrodynamic force 
coe~ficlents are scaled from previous studies of a Swimmer 
DelIvery Vehicle, and traditional as well as Sliding Mode 
contr?llers are designed for !he steering, diving, and speed control 
f~nctIo~s_ I~ slow speed flIght control applications of this kind, 
~ficultIes anse because the system to be controlled is highly non-
h~ear, couI?led, and ~~re is a good deal of parameter variation 
WIth ~peratIonal conditIons_ The uncertainty in force coefficients 
and _disturbances make control difficult_ This paper presents an 
outlme of ~e controller ~esi~ methodolo~, a description of the 
testbed vehIcle and a diSCUSSIOn of expenmental flight control 
result~ for way point following, bottom following, and sonar 
mapptng of the surrounding environment. It shows that a 
multiv.ariable autopilot based on state feedback, designed 
assummg decoupled modeling, is quite satisfactory for the 
combined speed, steering and diving response of a slow. speed 
AUV enabling autonomous missions to be planned. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper proposes ~e use of a multivariable sliding mode 
autopIlot for the combmed control of AUV steering, depth and 
speed during complex slow speed flight maneuvers. The method 
draws upon the the power of sliding modes to reduce the inherent 
coupling between the vehicle response modes that naturally exist 
in ~OV I AUV ,:ehicl~s .. The approach leads to a set of separate 
deSIgns for steen!lg, cl!-vmg and speed control systems, which is 
often. the case In flIght vehicles, and this paper provides 
expenmental results using a testbed vehicle that illustrate the 
performance of the controllers used. 
W~ll behaved autopilot. systems eI?able the use of a variety of 
~dance ~h.ernes to achic:ve way pomt and path tracking. Vehicle 
guIdance IS lliustrated usmg proportional line of sight guidance. 
Experimental. results with the NP~ AUV II vehicle show that way 
pomt fo~lowtng.' bottom folloWI!1g and sonar mapping of the 
surrounding enVlrOnment are posSIble. 
The paper ~ontains a. discussion of the vehicle modeling, the 
control deSIgn and gUIdance scheme and the results of motion 
control experiments with the testbed v~hicle. 
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BACKGROUND 
The design of an autopilot for the motion control of underwater 
vehicles is of interest both from the view of motion stabilization as 
well as maneuvering and tracking performance. AUY's of the 
class considered here, fall between the two extremes of unmanned 
underwater vehicles, (the ROV's and the TORPEDO type), and 
are difficult to control having highly variable and uncertain 
dynamics. ~ece~t workconce:ned. with the modeling and control 
ofROV veh.Icles mcludes LeWIS, LIpscomb and Thompson (1984) 
who descn~ed an R~V simulation program using linear 
hydrodynamIc coeffiCIents. ROV vehicles do not possess 
hydrodynamically shaped profiles and the hydrodynamic forces 
are uncertain and difficult to predict (Dand and Every, 1983). To 
ove:come the widely varying and uncertain behavior of these 
vehicles Russel and Bugge (1981) had considered the use of an 
adaptive automa~ic guidance s¥stem including modeling strong 
mea~urement nOIse of uncertam spectral nature. Yoerger and 
Slotlne (1985, 1986) proposed and successfully used a sliding 
mode controller for an ROV maneuvering around large objects at 
very .slow ~peed; a~d 90heen, Jefferys and. Broome (1987), 
descnbed a self testing procedure for evaluation of the vehicle 
dynamic response and a corresponding automatic gain selection. 
The work of Yoerger an? Slotine with robust control using sliding 
modes IS most encouragmg, and, although the extra time taken to 
perform the self-test of Goheen ct. a1. may not always be 
available, it still has merit. Recently, Yoerger et. aI., (1991) have 
shown that the dynamics of torque controlled thruster elements are 
problemat~c in ROV }:!ositioning because lags in the thrust 
response, If not taken mto account, can lead to vehicle limit 
cycling behavior. Fossen(l991) describes the use of multivariable 
s~iding. mode control in dynamic positioning of ROY's with 
sImuiatlons. 
For higher speed vehicles than ROY's, and those with more 
streamlined hydrodynamic characteristics, the situation is different 
and previous work: has been reported by Lindgren, et. al., (1967) 
who addressed the issues of steering and depth control of a 
torpedo, pointing out the importance of the non-linear 
hydrodynamic behavior and the stroke limits of the surfaces· 
Young (1969), described the stability derivatives of the Navy'~ 
DSRV vehicle, and Smith et. al. (1978) gave a comparison of the 
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Figure 1 
Sketch of the NPS AUV II Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 
field response data, as well as Dobeck et. al. (1982), who 
provided an unclassified description of tests conducted on the 
Control Systems Test Vehicle (CSTV) under closed loop computer 
controlled maneuvering. Humphries (1981) describes analytical 
and empirical considerations for the evaluation of hydrodynamic 
coefficients while Gueler (1989) studied the independent use of 
bow and stern planes in submarine depth control under the action 
of wave forces. Richards and Stoten (1981), modeling the 
disturbance response to waves, and later Milliken (1984), 
concerned about the yaw-pitch coupling during turns, applied a 
linear model based compensator to the problem of depth control. 
Optimized trade~offs between plane action and the depth error 
response in waves is possible. So far, the issues of robustness 
had not been addressed to the same degree as for the ROV 
vehicles. Milliken, described the use of a linearized model-based 
compensator to reduce the pitch-yaw coupling during turns for a 
linear submarine vehicle in which a full-state observer was 
employed in the compensator. Some reduction in pitch induced 
response was achieved depending on speed. A gain schedule with 
two separate speed regimes was proposed. Consideration was 
given neither to the design of a command generator nor the 
feedforward response shaping for depth changing maneuvers. 
Recently, however, Ruth and Humphreys (1990) have discussed 
the use of robust control design using J.1 synthesis methods for the 
coupled speed I depth control of a heavy UUV at slow speed. In 
this case the plane action must balance the vertical loading forces at 
different speeds, which affects the depth response. Simulation 
results indicated that a classical controller could be improved using 
the 10 state compensator described. Dougherty and Woolweaver 
(1990) have also shown that a mixed sliding mode control with an 
inner pitch control and outer depth control loop as used on the 
MUST vehicle provides satisfactory coupled behavior, although 
the details of the control design are few. Others have suggested 
the use of sliding modes with adaptivity, as in Cristi et. al. (1991) 
for depth control, where the sliding surface is based on system 
state and state estimators rather than on output error. 
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It is the robustness of control of UUV's which will typically 
operate in the range of 0-15 knots that needs to be addressed, and 
is the subject of this work. While many theory and simulation 
papers abound, few have provided details of results from working 
systems as in the case presented here. 
VEHICLE MODELING 
The three-dimensional equations of motion for hydrodynamically 
shaped underwater vehicles have been described in general terms 
by Abkowitz (1969), and are most conveniently developed using a 
body-fixed coordinate frame and a global reference frame. The 
body-fixed frame has components of motion given by the six 
velocity components, [u(t),v(t),w(t),p(t),q(t),r(t),] relative to a 
constant velocity coordinate frame moving with the ocean current, 
uc' and the velocity vector is represented as, 
x'(t) = [u(t), v(t), w(t), p(t), q(t), r(t)] (1) 
while the six components of position in the global reference frame 
are, 
Z'(t) = [X(t), Y(t), Z(t), 9(t), 9(t), 'I'(t)] (2) 
The angles 'I'(t), 9(t), <I»(t), (azimuth, elevation, and spin), are 
related here through Euler transformations to the body yaw, pitch, 
and roll motions. Control inputs from control surfaces, propeller 
speeds, thruster forces and buoyancy adjustment in general may 
be considered as the vector, u(t). For the case at hand, eight 
control surfaces are combined to form a steering control, a diving 
control, and a speed control and the vehicle is assumed to be 
neutrally buoyant with no active buoyancy or roll control present 
at this time. Specifically, u(t) is given by, 
(3) 
The development of the. functi0!1al form of the hydrodynamic 
forces has been well studied and, m terms of first order variations 
of motion components, were given by Gertler and Hagen, (1967), 
and later by Abkowitz. Specific values of the particular 
coefficients depend on specific vehicles, although normalization 
by speed and length can provide some generalized feeling as to 
their scaling behavior. The values used in this work were based 
on scaled values from the Swimmer Delivery Vehicle, a box 
shaped vehicle (Smith et. aI., 1978), somewhat similar to the NPS 
AUV II vehicle outlined in Figure 1. The functional form of the 
force equations are given in Healey, (1992). The SDV model 
includes, a model of the cross flow drag effects and a model of the 
propulsion system and is therefore a large departure from the 
original work of Abkowitz although the cross flow drag terms 
have been neglected in the modeling used for the NPS AUV II. 
The vehicle motion may be described in terms of the twelve non-
linear system equations, 
M(t) dx(t)/dt = f(x(t),z(t),c(t» + g(x(t), z(t» u(t) 
dz(t)/dt = h(z(t),x(t),uc) (4) 
in which the coupled mass matrix M(!}, in~ludes both mec!mnical 
and hydrodynamic added mass; ~e fu~ctIons. f ~ ma~pI~gs of 
the vehicle motions into forces, mcluding conohs, gravItatIOnal, 
and centrifugal forces; the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces 
and moments acting on the vehicle in the body fixed coordin.ate 
frame with coefficients c. Functions g represent the motIon 
dependent influence of control surface, tJ1:uster, ~d any b.allas~g 
inputs. The functions h include the klD~matIcal relatIOnS~lps 
found in performing the needed coordmate transformations 
between body fixed and global reference frames and the constant 
ocean current, U
c 
assumed to be negligible here. 
Once a hydrodynamic design is m~de, these ~unction~ can ~e 
estimated and are known through vehicle dynanuc modelJ!1g to he 
within a fmite bound where that bound can be estabhshed, a 
priori, if knowledge of the variability of the vehicle coeffi~ients,. c 
is assumed. The functions r and g are known to be flmte gam 
stable. Using the Euler angle approach, h is known to be finite 
gain stable everywhere except at the point where 8(t) = x(2. In 
this situation and with equations (4) as the background model for a 
general underwater vehicle during maneuvering, the concept of a 
multivariable sliding mode control will be developed. 
SLIDING MODE CONCEPTS 
We define sliding surfaces in the state error space with the object 
of finding a sufficient relationship for each of the control element 
inputs u(t) that will guarantee global asymptotic stability of the 
state variable errors and provide adequate perf0n:n~nce under 
closed loop conditions. To this end, we define a shdmg surface 
so that each passes through the origin of the state error space. 
State errors are dermed by: 
[
X(t)] [X(t)] [X(t)l 
i(t) == z(t) - z(t) om (6) 
where the commands are derived from a consistent command 
generation system , or planned path, or from ~ series o~ way 
points corresponding to desired values of ve~I~le velocity ?r 
position (posture) as appropriate. The set of sliding surfaces m 
the error space are then: 
a(x(t),z(t» = [SI ~{:g~] (7) 
where, a(t) E 9t6X1 ; SI,S2 E 9t6x6; 
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Notice that in this work as opposed to the work of Siotine and 
Yoerger (1985), the sliding surface is based on state variable 
errors rather than output errors. For flight vehicles in which the 
modes are highly coupled, we find this approach to be more 
flexible. The coefficients SI and S2 are assumed to be known at 
this point in the development, although as will be seen, are not 
arbitrary. In fact, system closed loop response is dependent on 
values selected, and at least part of any design procedure using 
sliding mode methods is to properly select surfaces having stable 
eigenvalues so that stable sliding modes will exist, namely that for 
all t and [x(t), z(t)] lying in the space of maneuvers to be 
accomplished, the condition: 
oCiCt),z(t» -+ 0 as t -+ 00 
with 
a(i(t),z(t» -+ 0 as t -+ 00 (8) 
will also imply 
x.(t), z(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 00 (9) 
and stable tracking behavior can be achieved. Global asymptotic 
stability of the tracking error is guaranteed by the sliding 
condition, (8) through consideration of o(i(t),i(t» in terms of a 
Lyapunov function Vet), yields, 
Vet) = 0.5 a'(x(t),i(t» *o(x(t),i(t» 
so that for global asymptotic stability, 
dV = a'(x(t),zCt»*o(x(t),i(t» < 0 V t > 0 
dt 
If we define positive functions 11j(t) then it may be shown that a 
candidate switching relationship which guarantees stability for 
each ai(t) may be chosen as in 
Crj(i(t),z(t» = -11i(t) sgn(a(i(t),i(t» i = 1, ... ,6 
We fmd it better, in fact, to use a continuous function to derme the 
sliding condition which is given by, 
(10) 
The powerful result of equation (10) means that if the 1'1;(t) are 
large enough. then in spite of modeling uncertainty. non·linear 
terms, and disturbances, the system response will be governed by 
the response of the a.(t) and by the choice of the sliding surface 
parameters: it is less influenced by the parameters of the vehicle 
dynamics as is more usual with linear feedback controllers. The 
¢j, not to be confused with the vehicle's roll motion Euler angle, 
¢(t), are sliding surface boundary layer parameters used to retain 
continuity of control as motion trajectories cross the sliding 
surface. 
Assuming that SI,2 are established (by the method to be described 
here), substitution of equations (2) and (3) into (10) yields a 
solution for the control law and using 'best estimates' of the 
functionals in the vehicle motion equation gives, 
SI {l\rl (t~ f(x(t),zCt),cCt» + g(~Ct),z(t»u(t)] - i(t)com} 
(11) 
+S2{h(z(t),x(t),u,,)-z(t)com} = -F(a,¢) 
Since the rc·), g(.), and h(') are uncertain in general. we use the 
estimates. f(· ).g(. ).b(.) • with which the solution for u(t) follows 
as 
where; 
ul = [g(x(t).z(t»r1[(SlM-1}-Lx(t)com - f(x(t).z(t).c(t))] 
u2 = [g(x(t).z(t»rl(SIM-l(t)rIS2[:i(t)com - b(z(t).x(t).uc )] 
u3 = -[g(x(t).z(t»r1 {SIM-1 (tWl F(CT.$) (12) 
and the right hand side of (10) become the elements ofthe column 
vector F( 0'. cpl. 
The control u l balances the estimates of the forces to perfonn the 
required maneuver. ~ provides stabilization based on estimates of 
the positional elements in h. and the current. and u3 is a switching 
tenn that drives the state to the sliding surface. 
Equation (12) shows a useful structure provided SI and S2 are 
known in that u(t) contain feedforward. nonlinear feedback, and 
non-linear switching terms that make for inherent robustness. It is 
clear that [g(x(t), z(t))] must be invertible for all [x(t) z(t)] in 
the range of motions contemplated and of rank equal to the number 
of controllers; that the system must be controllable; and it can be 
shown that the closed loop behavior on the sliding surface is 
characterized by poles (same as the number of independent 
controllers) at the origin in the error space; and that SI. S2 may be 
selected so that stable performance with desired bandwidth is also 
achieved. 
SOLUTION BY SEPARATE AUTOPILOTS FOR 
SEPARATE SUBSYSTEMS 
The foregoing analysis is. however not practical since in flight 
conditions as opposed to dynamic positioning of ROVs. there are 
often a smaller number of independent actuators than degrees of 
freedom. For instance. both pitch and heave modes are controlled 
by dive planes. Both sway and yaw are controlled by rudders. 
The choice of SI = I is therefore not valid and g is rank deficient 
in these cases. We seek an alternative solution approach by 
separating the system into non-interacting (or lightly interacting) 
subsystems. grouping certain key motion equations together for 
the separate functions of steering. diving. and speed control. 
Other modes of response, such as roll, are commonly left passive 
- as is the case here. For dynamic positioning control we would 
return to the case of full rank for g and proceed as earlier outlined. 
Restructuring, and linearizing equations (4) about a nominal flight 
path. we get for each subsystem, 
dXi(t) ! dt = Ai xi(t) + .bi ui (t) + ~ri (xj{t),Xj(t),ujCt),t) 
for 1 = 1 •.. ,4 J = 1 •..• 4 (13) 
and the Sri represent non-linear and coupling terms as functions 
of the coupling motions xit) and other controls Uj(t). In 
particular. let, 
TABLE I 
Table of subsystem states and inputs 
!Speed control states: 
x l '(t) = [u(t») ; u l (t) = n(t), 
~teenng system states: 
~'(t) = [v(t). r(t). 'V(t)] ; ~ (t) = Sr(t). 
jUivmg system states: 
x3'(t) = [w(t). q(t). 6(t), Z(t)] ; u3 (t) = ds(t), 
and all others remain uncontrolled. 
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CONTROL PHILOSOPHY FOR THE THREE 
AUTOPILOTS 
A philosophy of control which is derived by the particular choice 
of subsystem equations is that the steering system will be 
controlled by a heading command where the steering autopilot will 
be responsible for control of the heading errors; the diving system 
will be responsible for the depth and pitch errors and control to 
depth/pitch commands; and the speed system will control to speed 
commands. It should be pointed out that this control philosophy 
maps directly with the current practice in naval submarines. The 
conversion of commands for path following to a global location 
(X, Y,Z) will be accomplished by guidance laws such as the Line 
of Sight (LOS) method described later, and by others such as in 
Papoulias (1991). 
With only a single control element active for each subsystem, each 
may be treated separately as a single input, multi-state (SIMO) 
system with its own single sliding surface definition. We proceed 
to define, 
O'I(t)= sl,xI(t) ; 0'2(t)=S2.x2(t); 0'3(t)=S3·x3(t); 
SIMO DESIGN METHOD 
For any subsystem where. 
x(t) = Ax(t)+ bu(t) + Sf(t) 
and 
if the pair (A, b) is controllable, and [5' b] is nonzero, then it may 
be shown [see De Carlo et. al.(1988) and Utkin (1977) for a 
comprehensive tutorial], that the sliding surface coefficients are 
elements of the left eigenvector of the closed loop dynamics matrix 
Ac corresponding to a pole at the origin and the matrix Ac is given 
by, 
s'[Ac1 = 0; 
where, Ac = [A-bk] and k is the gain vector that places the closed 
loop poles of the system at 
Al = 0, and A;, i = 2, .. ,n 
are selected for performance. 
The resulting sliding control law including the estimate Br (t) of the 
uncertain disturbances df(t) becomes, 
u(t) = [s'br1[-s' Ax(t) -s'Sf(t)+s'xcom(t)-rttanh(<J(t)! $)] 
or 
u(t) = -kx(t) -[s'br's'Sf(t) + [s'br's'xcom(t) 
-[s'br'rttanh(O'(t)/ ~) (14) 
The choice of the switching gain, ,,(t) and the "boundary layer 
thickness" $. is a design issue. Further details are given in Sur 
(1989), and Lienard (1990). 
The excellent robustness attributed to the sliding control method 
can be clarified by recasting the closed loop equations of motion 
using (14) to get 
and since, 
x(t) = [A -bk]x(t)+xcom(t) -Sr(t)+ Bf(t)-
b[s'br1"tanh(O'(t) I 9) 
6(t) = s'(x(t) - x com (t» 
we get, 
6(t) = -TJtanh(cr(t) Icp)+s'[~r(t)- of(t)] 
Thus so long as 11 is chosen to be 'large enough' to overcome the 
destabilizing effects of any disturbance mismatch, bounded 
stability of the errors is assured. In this case 11 is selected so that 
11 > lsi/I [Stet) -~i(t)] I 
SPEED CONTROL AUTOPILOT 
(15) 
The longitudinal equation of motion, neglecting the effects of 
plane drag, is 
ti(t) = -au(t~u(t)l+ pn(t)ln(t~ (16) 
where, 
and is linear in the modified square of the vehicle and propeller 
speeds. 
The sliding surface for the speed control autopilot is thus first 
order and, without loss of generality, we can select 0'1 = 1 so that, 
O'I(t) = (u(t) - ucom(t» = ii(t) (17) 
with the result that the control law in terms of the command for 
net) is found from, 
giving, 
n(t~n(t~ = (13)-1 (au(t)lu(t~+iJcom(t)-111 tanh(O'l (t) ICPl)} (18) 
with net) equal to the signed square root of the right hand side of 
(18). Depending on the choice of CPI ' equation (18) is similar in 
form to a predictor I corrector control with a saturation in the error 
correction term. An integral of error component may be added to 
balance the unmodeled disturbances that cause speed changes if 
necessary. 
STEERING AUTOPILOT 
The linearized steering system dynamics are given by the third 
order system below with Uo being the nominal vehicle speed. 
m(v(t)-mzr(t)= YlUor(t)+ Yzuov(t)+ Y30r(t) 
m3v(t) + m4r(t) = Nluor(t) + Nzuov(t) + N3~r(t) (19) 
vet) = ret) 
while the progression of vehicle position, not included in the 
autopilot system dynamics, is given by, 
X(t) = u(t)cos",(t)-v(t)sin",(t)+ ucx 
yet) = u(t) sin ",(t) + v(t) cos ",(t) + Ucy 




Yt = 0.5pr:uo Yr 




N3 = 0.5pL3uaN r.. 




m4 Nl Nz 
o 
~l b,.[[:: ~:n~:ll 
(22) 
or, in more detail as, 
[
vet)] [vet)] 
ret) = Az ret) + bzOr(t) ; 
vet) o/(t) 
Derming the sliding surface for steering as 
the steering control law results in, 
Notice that in the above, the heading error term is only included in 
the non-linear switching term, while the linear feedback of vet) and 
ret) act only to stabilize the sway I yaw dynamics. The heading 
rate, rcom(t), and r (t) are set to zero here although in rate 
com ..
command maneuvers they should be mcluded m the control law. 
vcom(t) is not practical to include. Further details of the speed and 
steering autopilots are given in Lienard (1990). 
DIVING AUTOPILOT 
The linearized diving system dynamics including the significant 
terms but ignoring the cross products of inertia and their effects 
are given by the system of equations, 
[lyy -O.5pr:MqJ<i(t) = 
[O.5pL4Mquo]q(t) + [O.5pi!Mw uo lW(I) + [O.5pL3M~u; ]o,(t) 
-{zo W - zBB]sin9(t) - {[O.5pL4M..,]w(I)-[lllZo]w(t}q(I») 
e(t) = q(t) 
:let) = -Uo sin 6(t) + w(t)cos 6(t) 
In the above, the influence of wet), which may be significant in 
some vehicles, is in fact smaIl in this case; perhaps because of the 
rectangular cross section, and has also been neglected. Ignoring 
wet), the diving model reduces to a three state model involving 
q(t), 6(t) and Z(t), with uncertain disturbances. The sliding 
surface for the diving autopilot ignoring any non zero command 
for pitch for now, then becomes 
0'3(t) = ~lq(t) +s32 (q(tMlcom(t) 1+s33 [Z(t)-Zcom(t)J, (26) 
0s(t) = k31q(t)+~26(t}+k33qcom{t)+Tlstanh(O'l93) (27) 
Externally to the computation of 0s(t), it is necessary to limit 
commands for all control surface strokes to a value of 0.4 radians 
in order to prevent stall. Although the vehicle has eight 
independent control surfaces, upper and lower rudders are driven 
from the same rudder command and at the present time, bow and 
stem rudders are also driven from the same command with 
opposite polarity. Stem planes and bow planes are likewise 
commanded equally with opposite polarity. No attempt at this 
stage has been made to examine optimization of control effort 
distribution to reduce stall, or to control local angle of attack at any 
surface, even though certain experimental evidence exists to 
indicate the desirability of doing so. 
VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS 
The vehicle design details have appeared elsewhere (Healey and 
Good 1992, Good, 1989), and will not be repeated except to say 
that the vehicle displaces 385 Ibs. has a length dimension of 
approximately 2.15 meters, is supplied with lead/acid gel batteries 
for a test duration of about two hours, is completely autonomous 
with respect to power and control; is preprogrammed to execute a 
defined mission, has an internal suite of sensors that includes a 3-
axis rate gyro system, a directional gyro with a flux-gate compass, 
a vertical gyro, a paddle wheel speed sensor, a pressure cell depth 
sensor, 4 sonar range sensors controlled by the central processor 
each with return processing at the local level interfaces through the 
AID card, independent shaft speed sensors and controllers for each 
of two propulsion motors, has a GESPAC control computer with 
a Motorola 68030 25 MHz. processor, 2 Mb. RAM and AID and 
D/A interface cards, a parallel interface card, andis programmed 
with control code in 'C' language. The vehicle's purpose is as a 
testbed for the development of intelligent control systems in 
mobile undersea robotics applications. It is nominally ballasted to 
be neutrally buoyant and to float level with a small (I"; 2.5 cm) 
'4fZG separation for statically stable roll and pitch. 
MANEUVERING RESPONSE: OVAL TRACK 
Initial plans for testbed missions were to perform oval track runs 
in the NPS swimming pool. A series of missions were planned 
where the ve~i,:le, operating under closed loop speed control, 
closed loop dIvmg and steering control, followed a path with 
switch points defmed at predetermined times at which heading 
c~mmands were incremented from 0 to 180 to 360 degrees. In 
thIS way, the walls of the pool were avoided. This class of test 
run is helpful to identify the essential characteristics of the 
autopilot systems and has provided some interesting results shown 
in the series of Figures 2-5. Other runs including figure of eight, 
zig-zag, and spiral maneuvers have been completed. In Figure 2 
the pertinent steering response variables are shown, Figure 3 gives 
the corresponding diving variables and Figure 4 shows the vehicle 
speed response. The path, as identified by dead reckoning 
ignoring side slip errors, is shown in Figure 5. Many other runs 
have been made recently and the results here will show a 
comparison of sliding mode controllers with more standard 
designs, bottom following performance with a downward looking 
sonar, and way point following in a figure eight maneuver. 
Steering Response 
The steering response is shown in Figure 2. The figure shows the 
behavior of a PD steering controller given by, 
where the rudder command signal time history is shown together 
with the corresponding yaw rate and heading angle. In the frrst 
thirty seconds, the vehicle is accelerating to speed, diving to 
depth, and controlling to the desired heading. At thirty seconds, 
the command to tum is entered and the response in the turn is 
clearly seen. The performance of the controller, however, is not 
elucidated when the turn is entered because the rudders are 
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saturated. It is the control when the vehicle exits from the tum 
during the period 50 - 70 seconds that is key. The controller 
represents a balance between responsiveness and stability in 
controlling the tum and has been designed to have somewhat 
higher proportional gain than would be necessary if tight turns 
were not needed. The corresponding heading angle is clearly 
shown in Figure 2. The oscillatory part of the yaw rate during the 
period 35 - 45 seconds is possibly generated by inertial cross-
coupling that potentially exists between the pitch I yaw modes 
although nominally assumed to be negligible. Later experiments 
TIME ( •• e) 
Figure 2 
0r(t), r(t), \jf(t), versus Time. [Run 7-8-91-5]; Oval Track 
Run; Combined Diving, Steering, and Speed Control; 
Standard Control Laws; Scaled as 0r(t)/0.4(rad), 
r(t)!02(rad/sec), \jf(t)/6.0(rad) 
with tighter control suppressed this phenomenon to a large degree. 
This is evidence that high gain robust controllers are indeed 
needed for these separate autopilots in compensating for the 
induced mode coupling. 
Diving Response 
The diving response is indicated in Figure 3. There is an initial 
flurry of dive plane control action as the vehicle accelerates to 
speed and goes below the water surface. The initial launch is on 
the surface and the transition to depth is smooth but initially the 
vehicle speed is slow and the control is less effective than at the 
nominal running speed about 2 ftlsec. (0.61 meters/sec.). The 
pitch rate and angle are shown. The pitch angle reaches 0.2 
radians then is reduced quickly and the nominal depth of 2 feet 
(0.61 meters) is achieved. At the end of the test run, the mission 
calls for a depth change to surface as indicated at the time of 75 
seconds. The pitch control law for which the results are shown 
was a three state proportional law without the nonlinear term, 
given by, 
05(1) = Kqq(t)+KeO(t)+Kz [Z(t)-Zcom(t}] 
Speed Response 
The vehicle speed control was provided by a control law given by 
(18) including an integral term, where with abuse of notation, 
50 
TIME ( •• c) 
Figure 3 
60 70 60 
o.(t), q(t), 6(t), and Z(t) versus Time. [Run 7-8-91-5]; Oval 
Track Run; Combined Diving, Steering, and Speed Control; 
Standard Control Laws; Scaled as 0,(t)/0.4 (rad), 
q(t)!O.08(rad!sec), 6(t}/O.25 (rad), Z(t)/2.5 (ft.) 
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The integral term as a sum over the last ten points was present to 
help. in maintaining speed during the turn where the large 
centrifugal force and the added plane drag causes significant loss 
of speed. The response in Figure 4 shows the output from the 
paddle wheel sensor indicating good acceleration followed by an 
ov~hoot at 2.5 ft/sec with a controlled speed reduction during the 
penod 20 - 30 seconds. The speed reduction during 30 - 50 
seconds is the effect of the added drag terms which would be 
much larger without the corresponding increase in propeller speed 
not shown. (Shown in later runs). The speed gain during the 
period 50 - 70 is the result of the vehicle coming out of the tum 
and the speed controller taking over in stabilizing to the set point 
of 2 ft./sec. (0.61 meters Isec.). 
The path obtained by dead reckoning using the paddle wheel speed 
sensor and the heading gyro output but neglecting side slip errors 
is given in Figure 5. Recognizing the limitations of the accuracy 
of this navigation scheme, we have found the results sufficient to 




Vehicle Speed (u(t» versus Time. [Run 7-8-91-5]; Oval 
Track Run; Combined Diving, Steering, and Speed Control; 
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Vehicle Path versus Time. [Run 7-8-91-5]; Oval Tracie Run· 
Combined Diving, Steering, and Speed Control; Standard 
Control Laws; X and Y expressed in Vehicle Lengths 
WAY POINT GUIDANCE BY LINE OF SIGUT 
Vehicle autonomous guidance is most simply accomplished by a 
~eading ~ommand to the vehicle's stee?ng system to approach the 
line of SIght between the present poslhon of the vehicle and the 
way point to be reached. In missile guidance this is related to 
'propo~onal navigati,?n'. The difference in guiding AUVs is that 
the vehIcle response IS slow compared to the rates of change in 
command unless the way point is many vehicle lengths away. 
Separation of guidance and autopilot functions maynot always 
produce stable results underwater. Notwithstanding, we define 
the line of sight (LOS) to be the horizontal plane angle given by, 
'l'com = tan-t[(Yk - Y(t})] 
Xk -X(t) 
in which the [Xk' Y k] are way points stored in the vehicle's 
mission planner. Care must be taken to keep the proper qUadrant 
in mind when programming the guidance law. The decision as to 
whether the way point has been reached is made on the basis of 
whether the vehicle lies within a 'ball of acceptability', rO defined 
around the particular way point. Namely, if. for some distance, 
rO' an acceptable zone around the way point, [Xk(t). Y k(t), ~(t)l, 
the vehicle location (X(t), Y(t), 2(t)] are such that, 
p2(t) = [Yk-Y(t)]2+[Xk-X(t)]2+A[~-Z(t)12 < P02 0 d. < 1 
the above condition triggers the selection of the next way point. 
If, on the other hand. the condition that dp/dt goes from negative 
to positive without the above being met then the way point is not 
reached. At this juncture, the guidance law must contain logic that 
will either hold the current way point, directing the vehicle to 
circle, or the next way point could be entered, depending on a 
mission planning decision. A. is a parameter relating to the 
importance of including depth dimension in the acquisition of the 
way point. In this section, vehicle way point control is examined 
in experiment using the autopilots described above combined with 
the LOS guidance. The assumption is made that vehicle speed 
control is obtained from a separate speed command for each 
separate leg of a transit mission, although that could be 
accomplished also by an on line speed command as a function of 
distance to go and the time to go if a desired time is also associated 
with each way point. The ability of the LOS method to acquire 
way points is illustrated by the series of results given in Figures 6 
- 9. In Figure 6, the steering response variables are shown with 
rather oscillatory swings that are characteristic of commands 
changing as way points are reached and subsequent points entered 
into the controller. The diving performance is given in Figure 7 
where a commanded depth of 2 ft again was used. Figure 8 
shows the speed controller response as the vehicle is accelerated 
and slowed by the turning activity. In Figure 8, the propeller 
speed command is shown as well as the vehicle speed response 
from the paddle wheel sensor. Separate experiments, not 
described here, have determined that the response of the inner loop 
for the control of motor speed to motor speed commands is fast 
and has negligible lags in this application. Figure 9 shows that 
each way point was acquired with excellent precision even though 
the global locations of those way points may have been uncertain. 
In other words, the autopilot functions drove the vehicle to the 
locations that the vehicle 'thought' it had to meet. 
What we see is a vehicle that is capable of tight turns; its steering 
and diving systems are stable under conditions of combined 
maneuvering at speeds that are changing; and planned paths, in 
terms of way points, can be followed with precision consistent 
with the limits of the vehicle's turning capability. 
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Figure 6 
Figure Eight Run; Vehicle Steering Response. [Run 7-29-
91-5]; Combined Diving, Steering, and Speed Control; 
Standard Control Laws; Br(t), r(t), 'I'(t), versus Time.Shown 




Figure Eight Run; Vehicle Diving Response. [Run 7-29-91-
5]; Combined Diving, Steering, and Speed Control; 
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Figure 8 
Figure Eight Run; Vehicle Speed (u(t» versus rune. [Run 7-
29-91-5]; Combined Diving, Steering, and Speed Control; 
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Figure 9 
Figure Eight Run; Vehicle Path [Run 7-29-91-5]; Combined 
Diving, Steering, and Speed Control; Standard Control 
Laws. Way Points Shown. X(t)IL versus Y(t)IL 
SLIDING MODE COMPARED 
The performance of sliding mode control has been compared in a 
series of runs using the same oval path as in the first series with 
the steering control law, 
In Figures lOa and 1Ob, three controller's results are 
superimposed with the rudder responses shown in Figure lOa, 
and the corresponding yaw rate responses shown in Figure lOb. 
Each shows the effect of increasing nonlinear gains. The effect on 
the yaw rate response out of the turn is not as strong as thought 
and increasing gain appears to increase the levels of activity on the 
control surfaces. However, the overall response is very rapid and 
much improved over the initial PD controller. It is believed that 
the sliding mode control is easy to implement and even easier to 
tune in the field as only one parameter needs to be modified to 
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Figure 10 a 
Oval Track Run; Vehicle Rudder versus Time. [Run 9-9-91-
3-5]; Sliding Mode Steering Control Laws; Varying 
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Figure lOb . 
Oval Track Run; Vehicle Yaw Rate versus Time. [Run ~-9-
91-3-5]; Sliding Mode Steering Control Laws; Varying 
Nonlinear Gains 11=[0.05, OJ, 0.15] 
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Figure 11 
Oval Track Run; Bottom Following; Water Depth versus 





Incorporation of a downward looking sonar (Datasonics PSA 900) 
into the depth control system has allowed a test series for altitude 
control and also using the vehicle depth sensor, a determination of 
the water column height around the pool. For the basic oval loop, 
Figure 11 shows the result of the control to a fixed height above 
bottom, and the attendant measurement of the vehicle depth. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, the use of sliding mode methods has been shown to 
provide easy to implement performance for underwater vehicle 
autopilots. Good performance is obtained when controls are 
designed separately for speed control, steering and diving activity. 
The method is generally suitable for a wide variety of non·linear 
control problems, although for flight conditions, is simplified by 
using a linearized model for the sliding surface coefficient design. 
Experimental results using the NPS AUV n testbed vehicle have 
illustrated the validity of the vehicle's motion control design. 
More precision in path following could result from more refined 
path planning algorithms taking into account the vehicle's turning 
properties and side slip behavior. Combined control using motion 
sensors and sonar signals is not easy to accomplish and the 
attendant noise on the sonars used is not satisfactory for providing 
precise positioning control. Further investigation of the dynamic 
performance of propeller propulsion is certainly warranted. At the 
present time, high precision in motion control needs funher 
understanding particularly in the transition from cruise to hover 
modes . 
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